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UM celebrates Rosh Hashanah New bike-sharing
program arrives
on campus
KIARA MANNING
STAFF WRITER

PHOTOS BY: MADISON WREN

Students and people from the Oxford community gather Wednesday in Paris-Yates Chapel to celebrate Rosh
Hashanah, the Jewish New Year.
the Jewish Federation of Oxford hosted the
JACQUELINE KNIRNSCHILD
historic holiday service, which celebrates
STAFF WRITER
the Jewish New Year and is the start of a 10As the sun set, families with giggling chil- day period of reﬂection that culminates in
dren, Ole Miss students and faculty, along Yom Kippur, the Jewish Day of Atonement.
with other members of the Oxford Jewish
Rosh Hashanah is observed as the day
community, gathered last night at Par- God created Adam and Eve, which, to memis-Yates Chapel for the ﬁrst local observanc- bers of the Jewish faith, marks the birth of
es of Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year.
The University of Mississippi Hillel and

SEE SERVICE PAGE 5

In an attempt to promote
biking on campus, the university has implemented a
new bike-sharing program
through Gotcha Bike. The
program launched last
week and has seen a successful start. It allows students, faculty and community members to rent bikes
on an as-needed basis.
The program boasts 50
bikes and six transportation hubs, with locations at
the Student Union, Luckyday Residential College,
Lamar Hall, Minor Hall,
the Ole Miss Bike Shop,
the Robert C. Khayat Law
School and downtown Oxford near City Hall.
“It’s going to be a great
alternative
for
getting
around on campus,” Mike
Harris, the university’s director of parking and transportation, said.
Harris said the bike-sharing program is something
the university has been
pushing to implement on
campus for years.
“Biking on campus has
been something that we have
seen grow year after year,
and we think this service will
be popular,” Harris said.

This new bike-sharing
allows participants to rent
bikes, giving them two
hours per day of free ride
time. After two hours, the
cost will increase to $4 per
hour when using Gotcha
Bike’s “university” plan.
The program is the latest
addition to campus transportation. Ole Miss has also
expanded its bus system in
an effort to reduce parking
struggles on campus.
“We are always looking to
add additional options to
our ever-expanding transportation demand management program,” Harris
said. “We looked at other
institutions and how they
handle transportation, and
this seemed like it would be
a good fit for us.”
Bike-sharing
programs
have been common in cities
for years, and Gotcha Bike
has operations on several
college campuses, including Auburn University and
Florida State University.
Gotcha Bike also implements technology to make
finding and renting a bike
easier. By using the company’s app or website, participants can find and reserve
bikes. Once a bike has been

SEE BIKES PAGE 4

University prepares for upcoming flu season
RACHEL ISHEE
NEWS EDITOR

With classes in full swing,
students at Ole Miss are
beginning to get sick, and
this outbreak of illness has
many worried about catching the flu later this fall.
Dr. Travis Yates, director of University Health
Services, said he normally
starts seeing an increase in
student illness around this
time of the school year.
“The viral upper respiratory type illnesses do increase starting the second

and third week of school,
and we can expect that to
continue through the rest
of the semester,” Yates
said. “The reason for that
is just multiple exposures
to many students who are
ill all across this campus of
20,000 students.”
Yates advises students to
wash their hands frequently and avoid contact with
sick people.
“If they are sick, just
don’t expose yourself to
them if that is possible to
do,” Yates said.
Getting a flu shot is also

OPINION
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a good way to help prevent
illness.
Students from the pharmacy school vaccinated
students Wednesday in the
Circle, something they plan
to continue throughout the
semester.
“We do this every year,”
pharmacy student Katie
Bruchman said. “We do
several locations, and we
try to pick the high-volume
areas at different times of
day and at different locations around to get as many
PHOTO BY: WILSON BENTON

SEE FLU PAGE 4 Pharmacy students give ﬂu shots to students in the Circle on Wednesday.
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They prepare our food in
the Union, serve us our coﬀee
in the library, clean our classBlake Hein
rooms and bathrooms and do
dmads@olemiss.edu
many other indispensable jobs
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for our university.
EXECUTIVES
Yet the low-wage workers
Cary Allen
who make this campus funcCameron Collins
tion every day get very little
Sam Dethrow
time in our thoughts and conEthan Gray
siderations.
Kathryn Hathorne
The line at the Starbucks
provides a good example. We
S. GALE DENLEY
generally just stand there starSTUDENT MEDIA CENTER ing down at our phones, slowly
marching toward our doses of
PATRICIA THOMPSON
caﬀeine, trying to turn our wait
Assistant Dean
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behind the counter, hardworking low-wage workers respond
mechanically and diligently to
our coﬀee orders. For many
of them, a job is not just a resume-building experience to
take up their free time during
college. Their low-paying jobs
can be the only way to access
higher education or a necessary source of income.
This is not to say that everyone getting food or coﬀee on
campus is a privileged aristocrat or that everyone serving
those same goods is a Dickensian pauper. But it is undeniable
that there are some social and
racial inequalities at play that
we very often overlook.
After all, low-wage workers
on our campus are much more
diverse — signiﬁcantly more
black or brown — than the
customers or beneﬁciaries of
their labor. And it is somewhat
shocking that we so often take
those diﬀerences for granted.
Surely, we must know better
than thinking low-wage jobs
are the rightful position for minorities.
You might wonder what difference it can make to simply
be more “mindful.” Aren’t we
being generally respectful to
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these workers already? Are we
really going to make them earn
more money by being more
mindful of them? By casually
recognizing our own privilege,
are we really going to destroy
the long-lasting institutional
inequalities holding back minority low-wage workers?
Of course, being more mindful or considerate to the indispensable workers of our
campus is not going to bring
immediate change. It is, however, a great ﬁrst step.
If we learn to recognize inequalities at the individual level, it will become much easier
to understand the bigger picture of the economic and social
realities of minorities. In turn,
that will make us more conscious, engaged and, hopefully,
more responsive with the kind
of leaders we support.
Ta-Nehisi Coates, the most
necessary and one of the most
brilliant writers in the U.S.
right now, oﬀers an incredible
insight on these inequalities.
He argues that white pundits
on the left have disproportionately sympathized with the discontent of the white working
class, which they view as the
main force supporting Trump.

The Daily Mississippian is published Mondays, Wednesdays,
Thursdays, Fridays in print during the academic year, on days
when classes are scheduled. New content is published online
seven days a week.
Columns do not represent the ofﬁcial opinions of The
University of Mississippi or The Daily Mississippian unless
speciﬁcally indicated.
The Daily Mississippian welcomes letters to the editor.
Letters should be e-mailed to dmletters@olemiss.edu.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and no longer than
300 words. Letters may be edited for clarity, space or libel.
Third-party letters and those bearing pseudonyms, pen names
or “name withheld” will not be published. Publication is limited
to one letter per individual per calendar month.
Letters should include phone and email contact information
so that editors can verify authenticity. Letters from students
should include grade classiﬁcation and major; letters from
faculty and staff should include title and the college, school or
department where the person is employed.

Coates considers this escapism: a majority of all genders,
ages and levels of income and
education of self-described
whites voted for Trump.
There are some critiques to
Coates’ views, but his argument
is strong and eye-opening. It
makes it clear that we tend to
view economic insecurity as
an unjust position for whites,
while we see it as a more normal status for minorities.
No politician called working-class minorities a “basket
of deplorables” because he or
she simply didn’t need to. That
view is already implied in the
way we unconsciously think of
minorities doing some of the
low-paying, highly insecure
jobs we require every day. Yet
when Clinton said it — wrongly
— about a group of whites, outrage followed.
Realizing these inequalities
at the level of our campus and
our town is a crucial ﬁrst step
toward repairing our social
structure.
Francisco Hernandez is a
senior international studies
major from Valencia, Spain.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
While I am on board for getting rid of the bear, this
shark thing isn’t a good idea. Around the country,
people are laughing hysterically at us (see: our football program), so let’s not add fuel to the already out
of control blaze. Yes, the bear was a terrible mascot
choice from the jump (Admiral Ackbar was the only
option I would have supported back then), but don’t
hastily replace him without a reasonable (and the
Landshark is not reasonable) replacement. I have a
suggestion that, I think, most alumni could get behind (and by most I mean at least a few).
How about an Oak Tree? For the record, initially,
I thought Magnolia Tree, but decided those broad
leaves and large flowers would make an odd looking
costume. Anyway, similar to the Stanford Tree, which
I assume has some sort of significance to their campus (did not Google), our Tree can signify the most
beloved (or well known) spot on our campus, the
Grove. Y’all want a PC mascot, this is your chance, as
I’ve never heard of anyone being offended by a tree.
I mean, they make oxygen, which allows us to live –
who could hate that?
No disrespect for Tony Fein, but do we really want
that tragic story (thanks for your service, but the rest
is cautionary tale at best) to represent us? Furthermore, a mascot should stand for ALL SPORTS! The
Landshark is synonymous with football and football
alone. The Tree (or Colonel Oakey, or whatever dumb
name we decide to call it) would represent our beautiful campus as a whole. Look, I’m not even sure this
vote matters (haven’t seen anything from the administration in response); however, that’s what I thought
back in whatever year I didn’t vote the first time.
Students of Ole Miss, let your voice be heard!!
Write in OAK TREE on Election Day!!!

The new half of the Student Union opened recently. Red brick facade, white
accents, shimmering ﬂoor-to-ceiling windows and glimmering ﬂoors. The
space sure looks nice and new but is one of the most frustrating things about
this campus.
Over the past ﬁve years, I have seen a lot of completed construction projects:
Innovation Hub, The Pavilion, three residence halls, four Greek life buildings,
the Honors College, Coulter, Gillom, Rebel Market and two parking garages, to
name a few. It seems to me the design of new buildings has been getting worse
and worse. They strive to appease aesthetics but forget the human interaction
with the space. Bathrooms are hidden in the CME. Columns block stairwells in
The Pavilion. The new Honors College is now the least intuitive study space.
I had anticipated the new Union, excited for more options and a better layout. Somehow the new design has not only limited our options but also made
traﬃc worse. We complained about the ﬂow of traﬃc in the old space; one
would think it would be a main focus for the new space. Visitors have an option
to walk into walls or break through lines. Instead of implementing eﬃcient
design concepts adopted by many campuses or indoor malls, architects chose
straight lines with limited waiting space that bleeds into seating areas.
Before attending the University of Mississippi, I wanted to be an architect.
I focused on how people experienced their surroundings. How would people walk, rest, eat and study. During my engineering co-op, I used computer
simulations to resemble manufacturing processes, taking into consideration
queues, cycle times and organization. The software I used was commonly used
by architects for traﬃc ﬂow in public spaces such as rail stations, airports and
schools. How did these professionals get it so wrong?
Poor design is only one of the reasons I have lost respect for this university.
Right next to blatant hypocrisy and hedonism. The students have accepted university administration does not exist with the student interest in mind. Our reputation and academics are mocked. Our one claim to fame, the Grove, is regularly abused and only wins us “most beautiful campus” because of an egotistical
echo chamber that ﬂoods national surveys. Like the surrounding community,
the university has an overwhelming obsession with physical appearance rather
than quality culture. By allowing poor designs, the university only adds to the
many things making us worse, not better. If we keep building this trend, we are
spending many millions on physical monuments to our ignorance.

Pierce Wortham is a 2008 alumnus originally
from Rosedale and now living in Las Vegas.
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BIKES

continued from page 1
reserved, a four-digit PIN
must be entered. Once a
trip ends, the bike must be
locked at one of the bike
racks located at one of the
six hubs.
Katie Sargeant, director
of Gotcha Bike, said the
new Ole Miss Bike Share
program is designed to
provide fun, convenient
and healthy point-to-point
transportation across campus.
“Gotcha Bikes are the
nation’s smartest, thanks

to our social bicycles and
the proprietary GPS technology that allows users to
locate and access the bikes
through a smartphone or
computer,” she said.
In addition to allowing
users to easily locate bikes,
the GPS system ensures the
bikes remain within the
system’s boundaries. Bikes
that leave the area will incur additional fees.
Sargeant said she likes
to think of Gotcha Bike as
Uber for bicycles.
She also said the bikes
are safer and more beneficial compared to driving
because they provide envi-

ronmental and health data.
“The bikes’ integrated
technology and flashing
lights are powered through
built-in solar panels and a
dynamic hub, giving riders real-time data, such as
carbon emissions reduced,
calories burned and money saved versus driving,”
Sargeant said.
The bikes also include
waterproof Kevlar seats
and are fully customized
with Ole Miss branding.
PHOTO BY: XINYI SONG

Gotcha Bikes sit at the Ole Miss Bike Shop, one of the six hubs for the new bike
share program on campus.

FLU

continued from page 1
people as possible.’
She said students have
been thankful for the opportunity to quickly get
vaccinated between classes.
“We’ve had students
who’ve said that they didn’t
have time to go to the pharmacy or make an appointment at the doctor’s office,
and this is just easy and on
the way to class,” Bruchman said. “It only takes
about five or 10 minutes.”
Yates said there are several routes students can
take if they feel themselves
getting sick.
“If you think you’re getting sick, you need to hydrate yourself very well
and use Tylenol or ibuprofen for the aches and
fever. You can get overthe-counter
medication
for congestions, cough and
things like that,” Yates
said. “Any pharmacy would
have recommendations for
you, including the pharmacy at the Student Health

PHOTO BY: WILSON BENTON

Emily Johnson and David Thomas pose for a photo after she gives him a ﬂu shot in the Circle on Wednesday.
Center. They have a variety
of things that they could
help you with.”
Yates said he hasn’t yet
seen the flu on campus but
is expecting to very soon.
“Cold and upper respira-

tory is a majority of what
we’re seeing right now,”
Yates said. “Congestion,
sore throat, cough and fever, but not the flu.”
“The CDC has actually
come out and said that (flu

vaccines) are not typically
recommended to be given
this early, but they are this
year because there are already schools in Mississippi
that are seeing the flu on their
campuses,” Bruchman said.

Yates said a recent flu
outbreak at Southern Miss
has led people to start preparing.
“We’ve seen several people that kind of clinically
presented as the flu, but
their flu tests were negative,” Yates said. “We’ve
not had flu on campus yet,
and I’m expecting that to
start up most any time
now.”
Avery Gault, a senior political science major, said
she’s been sick with a cold
for more than two weeks.
“I’ve only been sick once,
but I’m still recovering
from it,” Gault said. “I’ve
literally been sick for, like,
two-and-a-half weeks. I
had a really bad cough,
sore throat, a runny nose
and chills and aches. I
didn’t go to the doctor because I knew it was just a
cold, and so I just took Tylenol Cold and Flu to alleviate the symptoms.”
If students do experience
cold- or flu-like symptoms
that are accompanied by
a fever, Yates said they
should see a doctor.
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continued from page 1
the universe — therefore, this
year will be 5578, according
to the Jewish lunar calendar.
This is the ﬁrst time in a long
while, maybe ever, that Oxford has hosted Rosh Hashanah observances.
“This is the holiest time of
the year for the Jewish community,” Katherine Levingston, president of UM Hillel,
said. “It’s a time to reﬂect on
the previous year and what
you can do to make yourself
better — it’s all about the betterment of yourself and your
surroundings.”
Maya Glasser, a student
rabbi from Hebrew Union
College-Jewish
Institution
of Religion in New York, led
the ﬁrst service, Tishrei 1, last
night and will also lead the
second service, Tishrei 2, at
9:30 a.m. today.
Levingston, a junior international studies major, also
served as the cantorial soloist
for the evening, guiding the 60
or so attendees in song with
her guitar and voice.
In the past, locals who practice the Jewish faith typically
have had to travel to Memphis
if they wanted to attend a service.
Levingston said she hoped
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with having the service on
campus, more students would
be inclined to observe and celebrate the holiday — and she
was right.
Hannah Morrow, a sophomore exercise science major
from Memphis, said last year,
she planned to go home for
Rosh Hashanah, but it didn’t
end up working out.
“Last year, I didn’t do anything, which was weird because I’m so used to always
participating in stuﬀ,” Morrow said.
Bethany Colleran, a sophomore business major, also
said she didn’t do anything
last year to celebrate Rosh Hashanah and didn’t know what
to expect for the service at
Paris-Yates.
“I’m surprised there’s so
many people here,” Colleran
said.
Colleran said she was a little
hesitant to attend the service
by herself, but she actually
ended up meeting Morrow
there.
The two sat together in one
of the pews and chatted about
the possibility of upcoming
events within the Hillel. Morrow said she likes making sugar cookies for Hanukkah.
“It’s good to connect with
other Jewish students,” Colleran said.
The UM Hillel consists of
about 40 members and has

PHOTO BY: MADISON WREN

Students and people from the Oxford community gather Wednesday in Paris-Yates Chapel to celebrate Rosh Hashanah, the
beginning of the Jewish New Year.
been preparing for the local
Rosh Hashanah service since
July. It also plans to host future events, such as dinners
and a Hanukkah party.
Levingston said she thinks
the presence of an active Hillel on campus will beneﬁt not
only the Jewish community
but also the Ole Miss community in general because it will
diversify the campus.
“A lot of Jewish students

don’t look at Ole Miss because
there isn’t a very active Jewish population here, so I think
this will help with admissions
and get people here that can
contribute to the university,”
Levingston said. “There are
more Jewish students here
than people realize.”
Jake Goldberg, a sophomore economics major and
the treasurer of the UM Hillel,
said that when he was apply-

ing to college, he took the Jewish community into consideration.
“For my parents, it was almost a deal-breaker that there
wasn’t a signiﬁcant presence
of a Jewish community on
campus because a lot of the
schools I’ve been looking at
have an active Hillel,” Goldberg said. “But I’m glad to be
here to bring up a Hillel and
make an impact.”

LIFESTYLES
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PODCASTS of the week
ETHEL MWEDZIWENDIRA
DESIGN EDITOR

I’m back, friends. Not like Shady, but I’m back. Last week, I took a break from my weekly podcast roundup to listen to some
podcasts people have suggested. I’ve ventured away from my typical motivational and sports ones and added fashion and
crime podcasts to the list. This group is a good one for anyone interested in stand-up comedy, crime or fashion.
As usual, here are my weekly favorites.

2 Dope Queens
I wasn’t drawn to this show because of the name. OK, maybe I was. “2 Dope Queens,”
hosted by Jessica Williams of the “The Daily Show” and Phoebe Robinson of “Broad City,”
represents people of different backgrounds, from female comedians to LGBT comedians.
These two are funny. They’re ﬁerce and bring an outsider’s point of view on issues. They talk
about their opinions on man buns, and sometimes things get out of hand and Phoebe gets
wild on Tinder on air. It’s not your typical podcast, but that’s the joy of it – you don’t know what
you’ll expect with these two.
PHOTO COURTESY: INDIEWIRE

My Brother, My Brother and Me
In this podcast, three brothers — Griffin, Justin and Travis McElroy — provide their
listeners with advice and answers to questions submitted or found on Yahoo! Answers.
Sometimes they talk about horses, sometimes about Popeyes. This show is funnier than
any stand-up comedy you’ve seen. I’m talking about cheek-hurting, sides-hurting type
funny. A personal favorite: “Bicentennial Dad.” In this episode, the three brothers chime
in on a relationship that’s gone wrong. Yes, they give some pretty outlandish advice, but
that’s what makes it funny.
PHOTO COURTESY: TPAC.ORG

My Favorite Murder
If you’ve listened to “S-Town” or “Serial Killers,” then “My Favorite Murder” will probably fit your interest of creepy podcasts. Brought to you by crime enthusiasts and comedians Georgia Hardstark and Karen Kilgariff, this podcast gives details about “hometown murders.” These two are quirky and witty. If you want a recommendation, listen to
“Episode 34: Thirty Let the Bodies Hit the Four,” about the life of Richard Speck, a mass
murderer who was later sentenced to death, and the Port Arthur Massacre in Australia
in the ‘90s. This podcast will have you at the edge of your seat, wanting more.
PHOTO COURTESY: PODBAY

Heavyweight
Thanks to Jonathan Goldstein from Gimlet Media, this podcast makes me want to
call my brother and apologize for the time I ate his Hot Cheetos — I’m not joking. Join
Goldstein as he tackles difficult conversations about people’s pasts like a therapist. It
might encourage you to rekindle an old relationship or reconnect with an old friend. Gimlet Media describes the show as stories that journey back to when everything was right.
Goldstein confronts his subjects in these podcasts so they can resolve their disputes.
PHOTO COURTESY: HEAVYWEIGHT TWITTER

Vogue
It’s hard to think of Vogue without thinking of Meryl Streep playing Anna Wintour
in “The Devil Wears Prada.” Since it’s September, and New York Fashion Week falls in
September, I thought I would share one of my favorite, most-listened-to podcasts at the
moment. Hosted by former editor-at-large for Vogue magazine Andre Leon Talley, each
episode talks about popular topics in the fashion industry — from who’s wearing what
to who made Vogue magazine headlines. Disclaimer: This podcast is not designer- and
fashion-focused, but it’s still a must-listen.
PHOTO COURTESY: VOGUE

Until next time.
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Code Pink celebrates LGBTQ culture on the Square
KARA DUDAS BELLONE
ELIZABETH BLACKSTOCK
SPECIAL CONTRIBUTORS

Proud Larry’s is bringing LGBTQ nightlife to the
Square on Thursday with
Code Pink, a student-run
LGBTQ dance night that
gives queer people the
chance to DJ, dance and
drag.
“Code Pink: Thrift Store
Scores” is sponsored by
the LGBTQ organization
OutOxford and the Sarah
Isom Center for Women
and Gender Studies. Code
Pink’s mission is to celebrate diversity and provide
a safe space for members of
the LGBTQ community and
other attendees.
Jonathan Adams, an attendee of the Code Pink
events, said he knows the
significance
of
having
an LGBTQ space on the
Square. Just a block away,
Adams recalls being called
a homophobic slur by a car
full of men.
“It’s really the only dance
night on the Square for
the (LGBTQ) community.
Because it’s all we have, it
feels like a family reunion,”
Adams said.
The intimate feeling of
a family reunion is part
of what sets queer nightlife in Oxford apart. Blake
Summers, a dancer heavily involved with Code
Pink’s themes, decorations
and tone, said the LGBTQ
nightlife in Oxford is different from that in bigger
cities.
“It creates a space where
the LGBTQ community can
feel comfortable,” Summers said. “It isn’t every
day that some (people in
Oxford) feel safe enough
to dance with a person
they actually want to dance
with.”
At these events, different

A drag queen takes the stage by storm at Code Pink 2016.
doesn’t mean less. In fact,
it means more intimate
and less sexualized.
“Our events help bring
perspective,”
Summers
said. “It’s important for everyone to walk away with
a good experience, gay or
not. The introduction to
gay culture must be positive, especially in Mississippi.”
Senior Hannah Smith
first experienced this culture in a St. Louis neighborhood called the Grove,
which is known for being
LGBTQ-friendly. According to Pew Research, these
neighborhoods are few and

far between, with as few
as 12 percent of LGBTQ
Americans currently living
in one.
“We have tailgating and
SEC football. You don’t expect to walk into Funky’s
and see drag queens,”
Smith said.
Smith also said exposure
to this nightlife has the
possibility to change the
perceptions of the queer
community and its unique
nightlife.
“There were gay people
out in the crowd laughing
it up, but there was also
couples and groups of girls
out dancing and having

PHOTO BY: JAKE THRASHER

fun,” Smith said. “When
you looked around, there
wasn’t one person there
who looked disgusted. It
was like just going to see a
show any other night.”
Aside from Code Pink
being different from a typical night on the Square,
it also adds an element of
complexity to nightlife, as
the themes and messages
are purposeful and political. Summers said he often
uses the nightlife as a device to introduce heavier
topics “ninja-style.”
“I understand that a
well-attended event is a
platform,” Summers said

“I’m presented with a microphone and stage; I have
a responsibility, at that
point, to use my voice.”
Proud Larry’s regularly hosts shows Thursday
nights, but employee Austin Smith said the crowds
at Code Pink events rival those of the regularly scheduled band shows.
The Code Pink events have
been so popular that the
bar is planning to collaborate and plan more events
geared toward this community.
“The Code Pink events
we host have been growing
exponentially. The first one
we hosted probably had
30-50 people, but through
their promotion, each one
has brought in more and
more people.”
This turnout helps promote both Code Pink’s purpose and the LGBTQ community in Oxford.
“I want men and women
in their 80s to know that
it is happening. I hope it
brings hope to those who
feel outcasted or afraid. I
hope it makes people more
proud or more brave,”
Summers said.
Code Pink aims to create
an intimate environment
inside of a bar that’s not
afraid to face large-scale
issues facing the world,
such as politics and materialism, with themes such
as “Thrift Store Scores.”
“For one night, I want
people to denounce the
cost of what they wear. I
want people to make fun
of themselves,” Summers
said. “I want people to
feel like red carpet stars in
their hand-me-down moo
moos.”
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Roommate removal 101: A comprehensive guide
AKIM POWELL
STAFF WRITER

“I’m sorry, the old roommate can’t come to the phone right now. Why? Because he’s gone.”
Do you have a roommate who grinds your gears? We’ve all been there, and it’s an uncomfortable situation. Everything about him is a nuisance to your college experience.
You’re just in time for “How To Get Rid Of Your Roommate 101.” By applying these steps, you’ll get one step closer to roommate heaven.

1.

2.

3.

BLAST YOUR MUSIC

KEEP THE ROOM A MESS

Finding what music your
roommate likes and dislikes is
always a good ﬁrst step. If he
hates country, you now miraculously love country. Even if
you’ve never stepped a toe below the Mason-Dixon Line before this year, it’s your favorite
music genre. Buy a speaker and
maximize the volume, preferably while he’s napping or studying. He’ll think twice next time
before turning your life upside
down.

Imagine you’re a shapeshifter. Now
imagine you’ve become a pig. Leave your
clothing and food everywhere. Even if
your roommate is the dirtiest person ever,
he’ll still hate it. Go to one of the fast food
places and buy an extra large burger with
plenty of onions. Be innovative — put the
onions next to the air conditioning vent.
If your roommate is wondering why the
room smells like root vegetables sunbathing, tell him you’re unaware but will
check up on it. Little does he know you’ve
created an onion booby trap waiting to go
in for the kill.

BE EMOTIONAL

5.

This is not a malicious article. These tools are beneﬁcial for both sides. You no longer have to deal with
his negative energy, and he no longer has to deal with a psychopathic, emotional, disgusting roommate. You can’t go wrong if you follow my rules and ﬁnally get your roommate out. I will be accepting
checks and debit card payments. Good luck and good riddance to your roommate.

SUDOKU PUZZLE BROUGHT TO YOU BY OLE MISS GOLF COURSE

Fall Student
Memberships Available
662.234.4816 • www.theolemissgolfcourse.com

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

TOUGH

3 4 9 2 8
7 5 1 3 6
9 2 7 5 4
4 1 2 7 9
6 9 4 8 5
8 7 6 1 3
2 3 8 6 1
5 6 3 9 2
1 8 5 4 7

3
1

5 1 7 6
9 2 4 8
6 8 3 1
8 6 5 3
3 7 1 2
4 9 2 5
7 5 9 4
1 4 8 7
2 3 6 9

8 3 5 7 6 4
1 7 2 9 8 3
4 6 9 5 2 1
5 8 4 6 9 7
3 9 7 2 1 5
2 1 6 3 4 8
9 5 8 4 7 6
7 2 3 1 5 9
6 4 1 8 3 2

8 5

7

Complete the grid so
that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains the
numbers 1 through 9 with
no repeats.
6

9
5

8
2

6
3
4
7

2 9 1
5 4 6
8 3 7
3 1 2
4 6 8
7 5 9
1 2 3
6 8 4
5
9

7

4
3

4 2
7

6
8

2
3

"An empty canvas is full."
-- Robert Rauschenberg

9

5
9 2
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Puzzles by KrazyDad

5 2

4 8 9
9 5 1
1 7 2
6 9 3
5 6 4
2 1 5
8 3 7
7 2 8
3 4 6

6
8

Sudoku #8
5 3 1 7 2
7 4 2 8 6
9 8 6 5 3
2 1 5 4 8
3 7 8 1 9
6 9 3 7
2 4 9 1
5 3 6 4
9 7 2 5

7 6

Tough Sudoku by KrazyDad, Volume 1, Book 3

4
6
1
8

Sudoku #5

SUDOKU©

1 9
8 7
9 3
4 5
2 8
6 4
7 1

662.236.3030

Sudoku #7
9 3 6 1 7 4 8
5 4 1 2 8 9 7
2 7 8 5 3 6 4
6 1 4 3 9 5 2
7 2 5 4 6 8 1
3 8 9 7 2 1 6
4 6 7 9 1 3 5
1 9 2 8 5 7 3
4 2 9

OPEN LATE

You’re not a good texter, so FaceTime is your best friend. Call your mom, sister or orthodontist on
speakerphone. Talk for hours and laugh at the smallest things, like that time he splashed water on your
arm or dropped your retainer on your face. The motive is to annoy your roommate to the point where
he can’t take it anymore and leaves the room. Pick the perfect moment to get a call. Schedule them with
your friends when he’s studying for midterms or watching his favorite TV show. My roommate used to
tell me he thought it would be beneﬁcial for me to “invest in headphones.” I declined the request and
proceeded to laugh hysterically on the phone.

6

ORDER ONLINE
WWW.DOMINOS.COM

TALK ON SPEAKERPHONE EVERY DAY

3

39340

per hour
cash paid nightly
Apply online at jobs.dominos.com
or in person - 1603 W. Jackson Ave

It’s 11 p.m., and you just feel the
need to vent about every inconvenience in your life. Tell your roommate every agonizing detail of when
the dining hall ran out of macaroni
and cheese right before you got
there. Explain to him how horrible
it was when your professor was just
being the worst and wouldn’t let you
make up the test you overslept for
three weeks ago and just now got
around to asking him about. You’ll
see your roommate’s sanity start to
crack with every story you tell.

8 5

15

$
up to

TALK HIS HEAD OFF

Nobody likes an emotional rollercoaster for
a roommate. Use this to your advantage. Find
the simplest things to cry about. Turn your
Meryl Streep on and win your Academy Award
with this dramatic performance. If your roommate turns off the light without your permission, have a complete breakdown. Start crying,
throwing objects and hyperventilating. Make
him think you’re always on the verge of a tantrum. This will cause him to walk on eggshells
because he thinks you’re unstable and at any
moment you could turn into Carrie at prom.
He’ll eventually move out, and you can watch
your classic Lifetime movies in peace.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE BROUGHT TO YOU BY DOMINO’S

Drivers Wanted

4.
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California rockers to drench The Lyric in colorful sound
SLADE RAND

MANAGING EDITOR

Neal Casal always dreamed
he’d end up in a band like
Chris Robinson Brotherhood.
The guitarist, songwriter,
author and photographer has
a lot up his sleeves in terms
of what he can break out onstage and said the band gives
him the chance to showcase
that, night after night.
“Psychedelia is a big part of
our roots as a band, so we’re
always ﬁnding ways to, like,
throw some weird shit in
there,” Casal said.
The Brotherhood came
together under the California sun in 2011 when Black
Crowes singer Chris Robinson was wanting something
new during the Crowes’ hiatus. Meant to be an in-state
experiment, the band quickly mounted a 118-date tour
across the country in 2011.
It’s been recording music and
jamming onstage ever since.
Tonight, it’ll play The Lyric
Oxford for the ﬁrst time. Casal
has played on the Square before at Proud Larry’s but said
there’s always more to learn
about Mississippi. The Brotherhood released its latest album, “Barefoot in the Head,”
in July 2017 and is now on the
road across the South to debut it live for fans and anyone
looking for something he or
she might not see every day.
“We’re better than ever,”

Casal said. “We have a better
lineup than we’ve ever had,
and we’re touring our new
record, which is by far our
best.”
The 10-track album runs
relatively short for a disc
recorded by a psychedelic
rock group. It’s 45 minutes
of Americana-esque tunes,
dipping in and out of both
acoustic picking and electric,
psychedelic sounds, all with
Robinson’s crisp, powerful
voice on top. Casal said the
shorter songs on the album
are products of the band having less studio time, but that
resulted in a much-needed,
concise piece.
“We started out with the
idea that it was going to be
an acoustic record, and then
it turned out to be sort of half
an acoustic record and half
electric record,” he said.
Casal plays banjo on a
handful of tracks, such as the
moralizing “High Is Not the
Top.” Just when the listener
gets settled into the Brotherhood’s use of vocal harmonies
and acoustic strings on the album, the swampy keys, laidback guitar riﬀs and fat bass
fans are used to come back to
get the dance ﬂoor grooving.
Over the last two years,
Casal has had the chance
to stretch his legs musically, playing with both pseudo-Dead tribute band Circles
Around the Sun and supergroup Hard Working Americans alongside the rhythm

COURTESY: CHRISROBINSONBROTHERHOOD.COM

section from Widespread
Panic. He’s since had to bow
out of Hard Working Americans because of tour scheduling but still dabbles with
Circles, which he co-founded
with Brotherhood keyboardist Adam MacDougal. The
pair formed the quartet to
record house music for the
Grateful Dead’s “Fare Thee
Well” concerts in the summer
of 2015 and has since taken it
on the road for a handful of
short tours.
“CRB is what created Circles Around the Sun, if that
makes sense,” Casal said.

“We’re trying to feed some of
that back into the CRB. It’s
just, like, this cyclical kind of
thing.”
Grateful Dead fans at the
Santa Clara shows in 2015 responded overwhelmingly well
to Circles’ music, and Casal
released more than two hours
of it as an album that fall.
“Incredible thing, man. Incredible thing to be a part of.
No doubt about it,” he said.
“Something I never could
have predicted in my wildest
dreams.”
Fans can expect to see a
mixture of diﬀerent genres

and deﬁnitely some psychedelia on stage tonight at The
Lyric. Casal said the band’s
rhythm section has pretty legitimate jazz roots, and
combined with his aﬃnity
for American blues, there’s a
lot going on. Since 2015, the
Brotherhood has picked up
Tony Leone on drums and
bassist Jeﬀ Hill, who Casal
said have made it stronger
than ever.
“I think we comfortably
sit on branches that we were
once reaching for, and now
we’re reaching for higher
ones,” Casal said.
It’s been a long journey
since the band’s tour-heavy
beginnings in California, and
Casal said that’s part of the
reason the band members are
ﬁring on all cylinders right
now. They’ve grown together
and now have a group of fans
Casal said will catch ﬂights to
see them play.
“We turned it into something that means a lot to us,”
Casal said. “We’re kind of a
family, you know.”
Doors at The Lyric open at 8
p.m. tonight, and Chris Robinson Brotherhood should
be taking the stage around 9
p.m. Tickets are $30-$35 on
The Lyric’s website and will
be available at the door if the
show does not sell out.
“Come out to our shows
and dance, man. It’s easy,”
Casal said.

‘Afterglow’ offers insight from a canine perspective
SARAH SMITH
STAFF WRITER

Award-winning
author
Eileen Myles is coming
to Thacker Mountain Radio at 6 p.m. at Off Square
Books, accompanied by author Daren Wang and music provided by Mark Edgar
Stuart and Crystal Yates.
Myles, author of “Afterglow: A Dog Memoir,”
wrote this touching tribute
to Myles’ dog Rosie, a pit
bull from the streets. Part
fiction and part truth, the
book zeroes in on the life
of Rosie and the connection
pet owners have with their
animals.
“Myles recreates life and
death with Rosie and how
that dog love helped illuminate many of Myles’ experiences, from sexuality
to spirituality, celebrity,
politics, struggles with alcoholism, and family relationships,” Lisa Howorth,
an owner of Square Books,
said.
Myles is a prolific writer
who has written many books

PHOTO COURTESY: CBC

ranging from nonfiction to
fiction but is known best as
an American poet. Myles
currently has 20 published
books, the newest addition
being “Afterglow.”
“‘Afterglow’ is not your
average dog memoir, of
which there are probably
hundreds,” Howorth said.
This book offers a new
perspective of how those
pets saw Myles’ life. It features some quirky scenes,
like when Rosie is interviewed by Myles’ childhood
puppet.

“Once Rosie died, I did
take the opportunity to
make some ornamental
fantasy as homage to her,”
Myles said.
The New Yorker describes
Myles’ work as “at once deceptively casual and deeply
personal.”
This dog memoir pokes
fun at humans to make
them stop and question
themselves from the outside, almost like a sci-fi
book told through the perspective of another being.
“We’re looking at the human from outside of their
perspective. It’s easy to
be jokey looking at us, but
we’re so deluded, and dogs
know that,” Myles said.
The memoir invites the
imagination to fly, and it
offers an escape into the
mind of those little creatures that seem to always
surround us.
“In the book, (Myles)
will move to, as you say,
‘quirky’ segments, where
Rosie is interviewed by
Myles’ childhood puppet.”
Howorth said. “For me, it’s
the best kind of memoir: it

deals with serious subjects,
but not without a great
sense of humor.”
Myles is a gender-fluid
author whom The New York
Times identified as an idol
for feminists.
“Just about everything
about Myles is interesting,
and (Myles is) a great entertainer,” Howorth said.

“There’s no one like (Myles) out there — a poet and
author with 20 books and
a dog poop-ton of awards
who consistently puts on a
smart, funny show. For the
book segment on Thacker,
we’re always looking for
great writers who can also
do that.”

Only your mother could make you
Feel Better Faster

Walk-ins Welcome.
Open Every Day
8am-7pm
Sick? Injured?
We’re here to help!
Our emergency room trained staff
is equipped to handle
your illnesses & injuries.

You only pay a co-pay
when you visit!

662.236.2232

1929 University Ave.
OxfordUrgentClinic.com
27999
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Bye week gives Rebels chance to rest, reflect D
FLINT CHRISTIAN
STAFF WRITER

A year ago, Ole Miss Athletics Director Ross Bjork
didn’t realize he had perfectly scheduled the football team’s bye week. But
12 months later, the Rebels’ week off could not have
fallen at a better time.
The Rebels’ upcoming
bye week will give players
and coaches the chance
to look back at last week’s
tough loss to California and
look forward to a weekend
of recovery before starting
a grueling SEC schedule.
Last week’s 27-16 loss
took a significant physical and mental toll on both
players and coaches. While
the long travel and unfortunate injuries to team
leaders like Sean Rawlings
and A.J. Brown have been
weighing heavily on the
minds of those in the locker room, the real shock for
Ole Miss was the loss itself,
especially after jumping out
to a 16-7 lead.
“Losing
never
even
crossed my mind,” head
coach Matt Luke said earlier in the week. “In my
mind, everything was going
according to script, and we
were going to be 3-0 coming back, getting ready to
play Alabama.”
This week provides an
excellent opportunity for
the team to fix mistakes
and get back to the basics
before preparing for the
top-ranked Crimson Tide.
The team has run through a

few days of normal practice
in which position groups
have focused on basics
like blocking and tackling
while crowd noise pumps
out of speakers to simulate
the fans at Bryant-Denny
Stadium. Players have taken their poor showing at
Berkeley to heart, and the
motivation among the team
is noticeable.
“We’re really working on
ourselves, and then we’re
mixing in a little bit of Alabama, trying to get ahead,”
Luke said. “I don’t think the
guys have blinked.”
“We’re really going to
take this week not as an
off week but to get some of
those mistakes corrected,
and then we’ll be mentally
prepared and ready to go
next Saturday,” sophomore
tight end Dawson Knox
said, echoing Luke’s statements.
The players will get a
break this weekend after a non-padded practice
Thursday and will return to
the field Sunday.
Key players such as
Brown, Rawlings and Knox
are recovering from injuries, and a week off gives
their bodies a few days to
get back near 100 percent.
Many others on the team
are just happy to have a
small vacation from both
the physical and mental
grind. Football has been a
part of their daily lives since
Aug. 1, and stepping away
for a day or two gives players a chance to visit family
and catch up on schoolwork
or social lives.
“It’ll be a good time,”

CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one business day
in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds
on classified ads once published.
The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or
questionable products or services.
To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classiﬁeds section,
visit: http://www.thedmonline.com/classiﬁeds.

APARTMENT FOR RENT
LARGE 2 BEDROOM/2.5 BATH
townhouse with W/D, water, and cable
included. No pets. 1 year lease. Quiet atmosphere. Deposit required. Call
(662)234-0000

HOUSE FOR RENT
RENTAL CENTRAL: 2, 3, 4 bedroom
houses, 234-5885, 662-380-5104,
rentalcentraloxford.com

MOBILE HOME FOR RENT
FOR RENT 3 bd 2 bath. 2200 sq feet
double wide. 6’ energy eff. exterior
walls. 2 yrs old. 1.5 miles west of Water Valley in the country 20 mins from
Oxford. 950.00/ MO. (662)816-3110
(662)473-2114

WEEKEND RENTAL

WEEKEND RENTALS Event weekends or any time. Locally owned and
operated, BBB accredited (662)8016692 www.oxfordtownhouse.com
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Football head coach Matt Luke speaks on last Saturday’s loss against California at a press conference held
Monday.
junior linebacker Detric
Bing-Dukes said. “I’ll probably take a trip back home
to Atlanta and just chill
with the family, stay off my

feet and watch some film.”
The bye week has also
given the Rebels a leg up on
film while thinking ahead to
the Alabama game. A possi-

ble padded practice Sunday
could give players an extra
day of rest in order to be
fresh and focused for next
Saturday in Tuscaloosa.

STOP TEXTING

WHILE DRIVING.
STAY AWARE.
SAVE A LIFE.
Get the latest info online at www.theDMonline.com
Oxford and Ole Miss news no matter where you are

CLEANING
RAINBOW CLEANERS SUMMER
SALE Mens Shirts $2.25 Slacks &
Pants $5.25 Blouse $5.50 Blazer
$5.25 2pc Suit $10.50 Dresses start
at $9.25 - Why pay more ? Trust your
wardrobe to our 47 years of experience. 1203 Jackson Avenue - look
for the lights on our award winning
building.

FULL-TIME
BILLUPS BREAKFAST

Positions required: Short-order cooks.
Prep cooks. Dish washers. Servers.
Bartenders. Hosts. Bussers. Call
Jill Myers: (901) 619-6334 or apply
on Facebook @ Billups Breakfast of
Oxford
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COLUMN

Dear ESPN, the former worldwide leader in sports
JACK BITTERMAN
STAFF WRITER

Alright, ESPN — let’s
have a talk.
From the time that I
was old enough to figure
out how to turn on the
TV by myself, I have been
watching your broadcasts.
Throughout my formative years, the first thing I
would do when I got home
was turn on the TV and
immediately fall into awe
watching feats of athleticism that made me think
superheroes were real and
walked among us.
But we’ve had a bit of a
falling out recently. Oftentimes, I find myself either
half-heartedly listening to
your broadcasts without
an ounce of enthusiasm or

changing the channel entirely. So what happened
to us, ESPN?
The foundation of our
relationship was built on
a sense of incredulity I felt
when I watched an outfielder fly to catch a ball.
The foundation of our relationship was built on the
wonder I felt when a quarterback and a wide receiver connected on a route
that was so perfectly timed
it seemed as though they
were communicating telepathically.
The foundation of our
relationship was built on
those hard-hitting segments that questioned
real sports news like trade
deals, rules changes and
the character of the men
competing.
Now, when I turn on
ESPN, I hear a detailed

analysis of whether or not
Kevin Durant is utilizing a
fake Twitter account to talk
back to people on social
media, or an ESPN anchor
allowing a virtual nobody
onto his show, claiming he
could beat one of the alltime greats in one-on-one.
I understand that sports
broadcasting is a business,
but where does the line get
drawn?
The Cleveland Indians
recently went on a 22-game
winning streak (the longest
in American League history), and the MLB postseason is two weeks away with
the field as open and competitive as it has been in a
while. Young stars are revamping old dynasties like
the Yankees, and the Cleveland Indians are making
a run seeking to erase the
longest current champion-

ship drought in the MLB —
a year after they lost in the
World Series.
Does a report on Kevin
Durant’s social media escapades really hold more
merit?
On the West Coast, the
L.A. Rams’ and L.A. Chargers’ combined total game
attendance from this past
weekend was less than that
of the USC versus Texas
game played in the Coliseum the very same weekend.
So why do you spend
more time talking about
whether or not Kyrie Irving told LeBron he was
leaving Cleveland than you
do about the financial viability of moving two teams
and their fan bases (or lack
thereof) to the same city?
I know that in today’s
24-hour news cycle, not

every story can be an
eye-opener. But can we at
least try to keep the sports
relevant, rather than looking to augment viewership
by putting out sensationalized headlines similar to
“father of NBA rookie says
he could beat MJ”?
ESPN, I fell in love with
you because of the way you
made the impossible seem
achievable in the sports
world. I raced to the TV because of the highlights you
showed and the stories of
substance you ran.
You have not lost me yet;
I will always give a glance
to see what is being talked
about. Can we please just
go back to the good old
days of diving touchdown
grabs and walk-off home
runs? I promise people will
watch.

39219
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Soccer vies for ﬁrst SEC win against Georgia tonight
MAGGIE CROUCH
STAFF WRITER

The No. 20 Ole Miss women’s soccer team has experienced many “firsts” lately.
The Rebels will play their
first home conference game
against the University of
Georgia Bulldogs at 7 p.m.
tonight with the hopes of
getting their first SEC victory of the 2017 season.
They also faced their first
and only loss of the season
in their recent match against
the Florida Gators. In their
1-0 loss last Thursday, the
Rebels saw seven of their
15 players play in their first
SEC game, which was a big
milestone for not only those
players but the whole team.
“We had a lot of girls all
get their first taste of the
SEC and their first taste with
the top team in Florida traditionally,” head coach Matt
Mott said in a press conference Monday night. “I am
not one for moral victories,
but in that game, I think we
grew a lot.”
With nine games left in
the season, Ole Miss wants
to continue to grow, looking in particular to its game
against the 4-4-1 Bulldogs.

With Georgia holding the
all-time advantage in the series, dating back to 1996, Ole
Miss is hoping to avenge the
road loss from last season.
“They beat us at Georgia last year 3-0 in a game
where they really dominated
us, so we need to be ready
for them,” Mott said.
Mott said he knows the
Bulldogs will be a challenge
for his team tonight, just like
they were last year.
“They are a good team,
very organized, with very
good athletes,” Mott said.
“I have a lot of respect for
their coach, and they will be
a good team for us on Thursday night.”
Despite its perfect season being tarnished by the
loss against Florida and a
tie against Michigan earlier
in the season, Mott said he
believes this may be the best
team he’s seen in his eight
seasons of coaching.
“The way we are playing,
the style we are playing and
the way we are defending, we
have only given up two goals
this year at this point, which
is really good for us with 38
goals that we have scored,”
Mott said. “There have been
years when we have been
really good in the front or

PHOTO BY: BILLY SCHUERMAN

Shannon Maitland ﬁghts for control of the ball during the game against Lamar University earlier this season.
in the back, but I think this
year I feel really good about
both sides of the ball.”
The stats point to the fact
that Ole Miss is truly one of
the best in the nation so far
this season. Through nine
contests, Ole Miss soccer is
near the top of the NCAA in
nearly every offensive category, including 38 goals
(second), points (104 — sec-

ond), while also ranking second nationally in points per
game (11.56) and scoring offense (4.22).
But the Rebels will have
to continue to prove themselves if they want to hold up
to Mott’s expectations. After
taking on the Bulldogs, Ole
Miss heads to Fayetteville,
Arkansas, where it will face
the 6-4 University of Arkan-

sas Razorbacks.
Mott said he’s excited to
see what his team does tonight.
“They are very dangerous in the attack and tough
to breakdown,” Mott said.
“Those guys do a great job
up there in their system,
so we need to be ready for
them, but overall, I feel good
about where the team is.”

Congrats

to all New Recruits

Don’t miss your chance to win a $1,000 Donation for your
philanthropy with our Greek Instagram Contest 10/2–10/6
Dates and prize subject to change.See office for details.
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